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Many organizations are

already embracing the

new ways of working at

the basic levels, not just

in preparation for more

sophisticated topologies

in the future, but to gain

real benefits right now. 

However in the last month we have
noticed what looks like a concerted
campaign to create a groundswell of
negative opinion on Web Services.
Supposedly reputable industry analysts
have made some really amazing
statements that suggest they think Web
Services are a) nothing more than a new
way to crack the legacy integration
issue, or b) unrealistic fantasies that are
decades away from reality.

By coincidence in this month’s CBDI
Journal we have some reports that
directly address these accusations. In
our lead report - Platform Vendors Move
in on Web Services Management, we
examine new offerings from Microsoft
and IBM that represent important
advances in Services Management and
standards support. Whilst there has been
widespread activity from ISV’s in the
Services Management arena, the major
platform vendors have been relatively
slow to move. Now both IBM and
Microsoft have made products and/or
proof of concepts available which give us
detailed information on how they will be
incrementing their tools and platforms
to support the various higher order
protocols that are essential for practical
Service deployment. We have examined
the technologies in detail and comment
on what this means for the Service
Management market generally. If anyone
thinks the work being undertaken in XML
based standards is years away from
realization, we suggest they need to take
a second look.

We then have two Best Practice reports
that illustrate what organizations are 

achieving today. In the first we report on
a conversation with BT, an organization
that has considerable experience with
Web Services, and comment on how
current activity fits into their overall
business strategy for Web Services. In
the second  we report on a conversation
with Fluency and netdecisions that are
doing some really innovative work in
creating components and Services
based on voice technologies, that
considerably enhance conventional
approaches to business process design.

Finally in our last report - From Web
Services to Web Collaborations, we take
a look to the future and consider how the
current activity around collaboration
protocols such as BPEL4WS may be
used in practical process design. There is
no doubt that this activity has some way
to go. We are concerned that the
current collaboration protocols do not
incorporate lessons learnt in the tight
coupled component arena, nor do they
provide explicit support for what we refer
to as public protocols, which will be an
essential part of B2B in the future.

Right now we are undergoing a massive
amount of change in the way that
we deliver systems services. What’s
interesting to see is how many
organizations are already embracing the
new ways of working at the basic levels,
not just in preparation for more
sophisticated topologies in the future,
but to gain real benefits right now.

Regards
David Sprott
david.sprott@cbdiforum.com
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I seem to remember it was the Gartner

Group that first identified the syndrome

of disillusionment that almost always

happens with the introduction of any

technology. It’s entirely predictable

because there is always hype

surrounding new ideas which creates

expectations that are hard to meet.

With Web Services it’s certainly true

that there has been lots of hype.

Unfortunately the vision outlined initially

by Microsoft, was largely misunderstood

because it set expectations that would

only be realized in the longer term. And

very recently IBM has painted an even

more futuristic vision, which is entirely

realistic, but will take even longer to

deliver. What many fail to realize, or more

likely decide to ignore for competitive

reasons, is that this is not a one shot

deal, and that there's constant progress

being made which can deliver real

benefit right now.



By Jonathan Stephenson At CBDI we have discussed the extended SOAP stack in

depth and reviewed many products that build on the

foundation of SOAP and WSDL to provide security and

management capabilities. In many of our reports we have

hinted that the direction for the main players such as IBM,

Sun and BEA will be to build extra layers of functionality

needed for enterprise Web Services into application servers.

In the case of Microsoft the ‘application server’ is woven

into the fabric of XP and .NET. The last months have seen

the release of previews for the extended SOAP stack from

IBM and Microsoft. Called WSTK, Web Services Toolkits in

both cases, and partly based on agreed protocols, we

might expect them to be boringly similar. However the kits

are notable by their difference in content, philosophy and

target audience; we will start with the simpler, Microsoft,

then try to scratch the surface of the IBM offering, and

finally make some inspired guesses as to where the

technology in these toolkits is going.

Platform Vendors Move in
on Web Services Management

Two WSTKs –
two ways to crack the Services nut.

Vendor Insight 
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Platform Vendors Move in on Web Services Management continued...

WS-Security
The security extensions offer the
encryption and signing capabilities
needed for end-to-end confidentiality
and message integrity. The SSL transport
supported by your web servers works
between sender and HTTPS server but
has no ‘say’ over what happens between
that server and the service that
implements the Service. In a controlled
B2B environment, SSL and the server
support for authentication supplies the
necessary security infrastructure, and
early adopters of Web Services have
relied on these mechanisms alone.
WS-Security enables the Service
consumer and provider to encrypt and
sign the messages irrespective of the
transport mechanisms in place between
the two. For example, it would be
possible to route the messages through
an un-trusted third party or over a
standard HTTP network without loss of
confidence, and once received by the
target HTTP server the XML remains
private until decoded by the Service
implementation. If a server along the
route is configured to build a log of SOAP
messages there is no loss of security.
SAML and XKMS already provide similar 

capabilities and third party products
such as Talking Blocks and Westbridge
supply servers that support existing
standards.

The proposed security standards from
IBM, Microsoft and Verisign look likely to
become a de facto standard in this area,
and have now been submitted to a
proper standards process via OASIS. A
recent exchange of queries on the IBM
WSTK discussion forum made it clear
that the security implementations in the
released tool kits don’t yet fully
interoperate, but there is an imminent
IBM version 3.3 that fixes that.

The Microsoft WSTK provides you with a
new name space for WSDK. Security
from which you can derive classes
required to load an X509 certificate from
the installed certificate store and sign
and encrypt the body of your SOAP. The
examples are all provided in C# and
samples include signing and encryption/
decryption using asymmetric keys,
shared secret (symmetric keys) and
name/password.  Developers with some
.NET studio experience will find the
examples easy to follow. The timestamp
feature adds ‘time to live’ capability to
the signing process in order to protect
against replay attacks or transactions
duplicated in error. At the server side,
SOAP encrypted with an X509 certificate
is decrypted by the new .NET runtime
assembly without the need to write code
– you simply make the certificate
available to the .NET framework.

Comment
Microsoft provide a ‘close to the metal’
programming model and from this
toolkit a really powerful Business
Services Server could be built that would
raise the abstraction level out of the code
and into the server administrator’s
domain. There is no way a system

Installation and Setup
Provided you have Windows 2000 or XP
and the .NET 1.0 SP1, the WSDK installer
adds WSDK.DLL, plus help files and
examples in your selected folder and
modifies the XML machine.config file. All
we had to do to get the simple examples
to run was to configure IIS to ‘see’ the
examples folder.

Overview
The WSTK looks and feels like a polished
developer product close to release. It will
clearly become part of .NET as soon as
Microsoft is ready to support it. If I were
in the planning stages of a .NET web
services project today I would have
no qualms about building some
WS-Security into my project plans based
on this tool kit. Note however, this
‘technology preview’ doesn’t support
.NET 1.1. The documentation has a few
placeholders for FAQs and white papers
but otherwise is high quality and clear.

Examples are shipped as C# source files
and an NMAKE has to be run before you
have any working examples. The .NET
framework supplies the compiler and this
step builds the BIN subfolder needed to
run the code.

Microsoft WSTK (1.0)
Protocols Supported

Protocol Comment

WS-Security

WS-Routing

TimeStamp

DIME

Confidentiality, Message
Integrity

Conditional forwarding etc

Drop dead dates in SOAP

Binary enclosures

Examples

Encrypt and sign using
X509 certificate.

Forward requests for Service A
to server B until midnight today

Old XML messages can be
rejected automatically by .NET,
preventing re-play attacks.

Send pictures and multimedia
files as attachments



Microsoft provide a

‘close to the metal’

programming model and

from this toolkit a really

powerful Business

Services Server could be

built that would raise the

abstraction level out of

the code.

...the toolkit should not

become an excuse for a

piecemeal deployment of

secure services with

no management

infrastructure. Use it to

build your Business

Services Server rather

than your customer

information service!

Architects thinking about

enterprise Web Services

can factor in security and

routing with more certainty

without having to roll

their own or buy in third

party hubs.

DIME
The binary attachment standard known
as DIME is supported in the WSDK.DLL
and the name space is documented in
the reference section the help file. DIME
is now part of the latest SOAP
standard for attachments and provides
the standard for encoding binary
attachments into a multi-part SOAP
message. There are no examples or
developer instructions as yet, but we
found a full set of class specifications
and were able to create objects from the
DIME classes using our copy of .NET
Studio – so it’s there if you need it! The
experts will no doubt have code
examples available on the MSDN
discussion groups before this is
published.

Summary
The standards process and cooperation
with IBM has meant this release has
been a long time in the making. The
SOAP stack has at last become a reality
and architects thinking about enterprise
Web Services can factor in security and
routing with more certainty without
having to roll their own or buy in third
party hubs. From what we have seen the
.NET platform is the first Microsoft
product to bear the fruits of the
WS-Security work, which means that
you don’t need to splash out on any
expensive server products to get the
benefits. Our reservation on the
implementation is that the toolkit should
not become an excuse for a piecemeal
deployment of secure services with no
management infrastructure. Use it to
build your Business Services Server
rather than your customer information
service!
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architect would want individual
developers to implement security on a
per-service call basis.

Routing SOAP Messages
The WS-Routing specification defines a
set of SOAP header fields which control
the routing of service requests though
intermediate servers, for example, I need
service X but I don’t know the endpoint
so route the request through server Y
which will know. The routing example
provided is set up with a few lines of XML
config and demonstrates how to refer
a request on to another end-point
without any changes on the client.
The implementing server is chosen
transparently at ‘runtime’ without the
knowledge of the client. The router is set
up using an IIS server to which you add a
line or two to the web.config file. This
specifies the Web Services that should
be intercepted by the router and the
handler for these services. The ‘wild
card’ format allows you to specify groups
of Services such as ‘invoice*.asmx’.
These service requests are then
passed to the handler, Microsoft.
WSDK.Routing.RoutingHandler which
reads a further XML config. file called the
‘referral cache’ to figure out where to
send them.

The referral implementation would allow
you to take a server off-line and redirect
to another without making any code
changes. The redirection criteria refer to
the target URLs of the Services and can’t
route according to message content or
any other SOAP content. As such the
router falls very short of the Business
Service Server products we have
reviewed from ISVs over the last 12
months, nevertheless this is a very
usable implementation that should be
high of anyone’s list of essential web
services infrastructure.

continues...
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Platform Vendors Move in on Web Services Management continued...

still worth having the WSTK just to see 
what is in the pipeline from IBM. Their
overviews on architectures are well
articulated.

The AXIS SOAP implementation forms
the basis of the toolkit, many of the
facilities running as AXIS ‘handlers’.
Handlers are Java classes that are
inserted into the processing pipeline of
the HTTP server to intercept and act on
SOAP documents as they are received or
returned. They are the equivalent to
ISAPI DLLs for the Microsoft IIS.

Demos, Example Code, SDKs and
Lots Besides
The IBM WSTK covers a broad sweep of 

Service related standards but is a very
different beast from the Microsoft
offering. Microsoft is showing off an early
release of what will become a fully
supported part of .NET in due course.
In contrast IBM is in the main
demonstrating some applications of the
Web Service standards stack and giving
the developer a glimpse of what may or
may not turn up in its mainstream
products at some future point. The demo
code is no less useful for Java
developers who want to get their
Services management infrastructure built
right now and who don’t want to buy an
expensive BSS product.

Installation and Setup
As you see from the table this release
has a massive footprint – in terms of

technologies covered and documentation
files. The installer starts by looking for
your JDK1.3; note that no application
server is included so you need either
WebSphere or TomCat from Apache.
Once that is installed you run a
configuration tool that copies all the
WSDK examples and Java into the
application server’s ‘WebApps’ folder
and with luck your NasdaqQuotes
service is up and running. The tutorials
are clear and there is tons of
documentation there. If you are not
intending to actually develop anything it’s 

IBM WSTK
Protocols Supported

Protocol Comment

WS-Security

XKMS

WSIL

WSIF

WS-C/Tx, BPEL

WSXL
SDK

UDDI v2 

Confidentiality, Message Integrity

Key management – an enterprise approach to
managing certificates

Use Inspection language to find and bind to a
service once the URL is known

Invocation Framework allows Java, CORBA,
CICS etc to be part of services bus

Business Process Execution Language

WS Experience Language is a component
framework for creating web applications

Search and locate services/companies

Examples

Encrypt and sign using X509 certificate

Request a certificate from a
server and use to sign and encrypt a message

Locate a service on a company’s web site

Use a CICS transaction as a Service

Define the sales process as a series of
connected web service steps

Allow your portfolio performance history graphs
to be used in a portal

Find insurance quote service

Applications

Services Bus

Management Utils

WSME

Build a SOA using Java beans etc

Monitor services, generate charging notices, etc

Matchmaking engine for matching providers
and consumers

Plug in software assets to Service bus
architecture.

A Business Services Server implementation

Find me a coffee roaster’s web service that
enables me to order organic coffee within 50
miles of Watford
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without a Java JDK1.3 the kit doesn’t
install! We do though expect them to 
make the documentation available in a
stand-alone form soon.

WS-Security and XKMS
The demos for signing and encryption
do far more than just prove that IBM has
WS-Security taped. The key piece of
technology is the ‘chain’ facility
developed as part of AXIS. This allows
chains of handlers to be inserted into the
channel between Service consumer and
provider without the calling code or the
server knowing about it. In this example,
a signature invoker is slotted into the
client-side to sign the SOAP before it is
dispatched to the AXIS server. At the
server end the chain does the signature
verification and passes the SOAP on
to the implementation. The chains are
sequences of handlers that are called in
a particular order and the encryption
demo shows how to combine handlers
for signing/encryption or identity/
decryption at the client and server
respectively. The handlers can be
configured by the server administrator
and form building blocks that are
managed separately from the Service
implementation code.

In addition to the WS-Security demos,
IBM has implemented XKMS for SOAP.
The XML Key Management Specification
defines how you manage keys using a
PKI Host Server. The PKI host looks after
the public/private key pairs and provides
services to the sender and receiver of the
SOAP message. The sender registers the
certificate with the PKI Host and signs
the SOAP document before sending it to
the target. The Receiver calls on the PKI
Host to verify the signature. Small
companies running a couple of web
servers will probably install their
certificates on the servers, but for the
enterprise planning to use WS-Security

the management infrastructure in XKMS
could be another essential part of the
service infrastructure.

Note that the XKMS demo only runs on
Windows 2000 or NT4 and also needs
the IBM DB2 database and IBM
SecureWay Directory.

Web Services Management
We have described IBM’s hosting toolkit
(WSHTK) in much detail in an earlier
report so will restrict this description to
an overview. IBM was very early to
acknowledge the need for a central
management hub for Web Services and
the demo in the WSTK shows a
comprehensive implementation of our
Business Services Server concept. The
functionality previewed earlier in the
hosting toolkit is now part of this demo.

A Service is bundled with a service level
agreement to create an Offering and
once the Offering is published as an XML
file, potential clients can subscribe to the
Service in the knowledge of the service
levels and charges associated with it. At
this point the Service is managed by a
set of AXIS handlers that intercept the
SOAP messages; the pipeline for the
handlers looks very similar to the CBDI
BSS pipeline.

The steps in the pipeline are as follows:

Profile: Checks identity of Service
requestor and embeds a token in the
message

Contract: Retrieves the contract that
specifies the SLA and embeds a token in
the message 

Metering: Logs the request event for
accounting purposes

Management: Logs the Service requests
and selects the implementation server
based on the service level agreement
and the performance characteristics of
the available service providers.

The AXIS ‘handler’ is the key piece of
technology that is being exploited by
most of the important demos in the 
WSTK package and this is the main
‘product’ being previewed here. AXIS is
available with a public license and the
WSTK is the best place to start looking
into the Web Service capabilities of
AXIS beta 3. The tutorials show you how
to build and register your Java code as a
Service and how to use the tools such
as J2WSDL/WSDL2J to automatically
create and consume WSDL service
definitions. Whilst some technologies
here will find their way into WebSphere
others will become part of the application
developer tools such as WebSphere
Studio Application Developer; have a
look at the WSXL SDK for example.

So what exactly do IBM expect
developers to re-use from this release?
We have the following suggestions for
you; let us know what you think:-

(1) Education: this is a leading edge set
of training materials with working
examples of how to implement the
proposed new Web Service
standards on the Java platform.

(2) Template Code: Use the code to
kick-start your own developments of
a Service-oriented architecture
(based on Java) using WSIF,
UDDI/WSIL, WS-Security etc.

(3) A roadmap demonstrating the
breadth and depth of IBM’s
commitment to Java and Service
oriented architectures (which sees all
IBM supported software technology
as a Service provider).

So with this in mind we have picked out
a few of the demos for you here and tried
to put them into context. This is not a full
review of everything in the kit; if you
download it (and have Java) the
documentation is good. Note however,
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Platform Vendors Move in on Web Services Management continued...

Service Desk: Provides a clustering and

management layer for the service

providers. It creates a Service grid where 

providers are made available to the

service consumers. Fail-over and

intelligent service selection is supported

and the desk demo software deals with

the registration of services with AXIS.

On top of the pipeline of handlers IBM

has implemented management services

such as Accounting, Metering, and the

Compliance monitor, which can produce

monitoring alerts based on SLAs.

The Services are a comprehensive

implementation of the BSS concept and

plug into the AXIS handlers in a modular

way. There is even a Stress Tester which

will read a test plan and apply loads to

Web Services.

WS-Co-ordination/Transactions and
BPEL Demos
BPEL (Business Process Execution

Language) builds on the WS transaction 
management specifications creating a
standard syntax for describing business
processes as combinations of Web
Services. The demos include the 2-
phase commit scenario which emulates
the database approach to a distributed
transaction and then looks at a more
business level scenario where

Figure 1: IBM Pipeline Diagram (Source: IBM WSTK 3.2)

<flow name=”TravelAgentFlow”>

<sequence>

<receive container="userInfo" createInstance="yes" name="scheduleTripReceive"

operation="scheduleTrip" partner="customer" portType="flow:TravelAgentPT" />

<invoke inputContainer="userInfo" name="bookTripInvoke" operation="bookTrip"

outputContainer="trip" partner="travelAgent" portType="tns:TravelAgentPT" />

<invoke inputContainer="trip" name="getTripCodeInvoke" operation="getTripCode"

outputContainer="code" partner="travelAgent" portType="tns:TravelAgentPT" /> 

<invoke inputContainer="code" name="bookFlightInvoke" operation="bookFlight"

outputContainer="void" partner="travelAgent" portType="tns:TravelAgentPT" />

<invoke inputContainer="code" name="getTripDetailsInvoke" operation="getTripDetails"

outputContainer="trip" partner="travelAgent" portType="tns:TravelAgentPT" />

<reply container="trip" name="scheduleTripReply" operation="scheduleTrip" 

partner="customer" portType="flow:TravelAgentPT" /> 

</sequence>

compensating transactions are called to
emulate a rollback. The proposed BPEL
standard is demonstrated using the
usual travel agency business case –
book a hotel, a car and a flight but
cancel them all or one or more is not
available etc. The BPEL engine accepts
the new XML ‘language’ which in
simplified form looks like this:



This demo shows some

serious work being done

using the new ‘standard’

and gives us a chance

to look at some real

working code. 

So what exactly is in

the box?

The goal of the bus is to

provide a plug-able

mechanism for software

components that are then

made available as

Services through the bus.
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language to make them ‘fit in’ with the 

look and feel of the portal or application

into which the pages will be incorporated.

Event handlers and other customization

capabilities allow the WSXL application

to be integrated with other elements in

the portal. The ‘language’ part of this

framework comes in the adaptation of

the WSXL components.

So what exactly is in the box? You get a

WSXL.JAR file, which contains the

binaries for base classes, a set of worked

examples, a developer guide and

reference manual in the usual ‘javadocs’

format. Given that the interfaces to

WSXL components are all WSDL

Services, and the specification is in the

public domain there is no reason why a

.NET or C++ version of WSXL couldn’t be

implemented but just as STRUTS has

remained a mystery to Microsoft, we

suspect this technology will also (please

Microsoft correct us if we are wrong).

Service Bus Demo
The Service Bus heading takes the

invocation framework (WSIF) that we

reported on in July, and builds a bus

where runtime decisions can be made

about which Services and ports to use.

The bus provides a discovery and

selection mechanism which can be

driven by rules and performance

characteristics of the providers. We

described the WS Gateway in two earlier

reports and it crops up again here as the

Service provider bus (off-ramp in the

documentation). The bus supports the

‘filters’ and ‘chains’ required to

implement a management pipeline in the

same pattern as the BSS pipeline

described earlier in the service

management tools.

The goal of the bus is to provide a

plug-able mechanism for software

As you will know from earlier CBDI

comment on the subject of flow and

orchestration of Services we had

expected IBM and Microsoft to maintain

their current proprietary languages of

WSFLW and XLANG for the foreseeable

future. This demo shows some serious

work being done using the new

‘standard’ and gives us a chance to look

at some real working code. I would guess

the people most interested in this could

be ISVs planning new products in this

space although there is no source code

for the engine as far as we can tell!

WSXL (Web Services Experience
Language) SDK
WSXL is not a language but a

component framework for building web

applications. One simple way to build a

user interface from a Service is to write a

style sheet (XSLT) and associate it with

the data being retrieved from the Service.

This works fine for simple XML Web

Services. If a ‘service’ is more of an

application, for example a data entry grid

plus a graphic display, things are not so

simple. Currently portals simply run the

‘service’ inside a frame and leave it to do 

its thing without any interaction with the

other frames on the page. The WSXL

framework gives you a set of classes

from which you build your web

application. Now when another web site

needs to act as a portal to your

application there is a set of interfaces

available to customize and integrate the

application with the portal pages.

WSXL components are built from the

base Java classes provided by IBM.

From these a developer builds the web

application building blocks as WSXL

components. Once these have been

deployed, the portal developer has a set

of application building blocks that can be 

adapted using the XML adaptation
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.NET
The .NET implementation uses a SOAP binding that specifies the use of HTTP
as the transport; the port then contains a soap:address element which has a
location attribute that contains an MQ-defined URI whose value includes the MQ
Queue details. This is handled in .NET by plugging in a transport that
handles URIs starting “wmq:”.

<port name="StockQuoteServiceSoapSOAPJMSHTTPBindingPort" 

binding ="tns:StockQuoteServiceSoapSOAPJMSHTTPBinding"> 

<soap:address location ="wmq:DOTNETSERVICE.REQUEST.QUEUE@WSBUS.DEMO.QM?

DOTNETSERVICE.RESPONSE.QUEUE"/>

easy to comprehend the breadth of
technology covered here. However, once
you get inside the documentation and
tease out what the likely products/SDKs
and technologies are, it eventually makes 
sense. The strategy articulated by IBM is
there in the detail and we have made
some inspired guesses as to the future
releases that they underpin in the table
on page 11.

Apart from being a comprehensive crash
course in Java, AXIS and leading-edge
Web Services technology, the toolkit
demonstrates a deep commitment to a
future product portfolio based on XML
Web Services and Java.

Conclusions
The market for Web Services
management is served by a clutch of 
dynamic start-ups eager to seize the
window of opportunity in an exciting
growth area. Let’s finish by addressing
the question of whether these new
toolkits from giants IBM and Microsoft
start to close the window of opportunity
for the likes of Amberpoint, Primordial,
Talking Blocks, Westbridge and West
Global, etc.

In the case of Microsoft what we see is a
very targeted release of security, routing 
and DIME showing that the first priority

AXIS/J2EE
For the AXIS server, the developer specifies a SOAP binding that uses JMS as the

transport; the port then contains a jms:address element which has a jms

implementation specific URI tag whose value includes the MQ queue details.

This is handled by the IBM WSIF client, which has code that understands the

meaning of the MQ-specific URI.

<wsdl:binding name="StockQuoteServiceSOAPJMSBinding" type ="intf:StockQuoteService">

<wsdlsoap:binding style="rpc"

transport = "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/jms"/>

.... etc ... 

</wsdl:binding>

<wsdl:service name="StockQuoteServiceService"> 

<wsdl:port binding="intf:StockQuoteServiceSOAPJMSBinding"

name ="StockQuoteServiceSOAPJMSBindingMQPort">

<jms:address jmsImplementationSpecificURI =

"wmq:JMSSERVICE.REQUEST.QUEUE@WSBUS.DEMO.QM?JMSSERVICE.RESPONSE.QUEUE"/ >

</wsdl:port>

</wsdl:service> 

components that are then made

available as Services through the bus. 

Services are selected independently of

their transport protocols or platform at

runtime if necessary. Services can be

called through dynamic invocation or

via stubs.

MQSeries Support in Next
Release
In the next release of the WSTK (which

should be available by the time you are

reading this), IBM will also provide a

preview of support for Web Services

within MQSeries. MQSeries brings to

Web Services a reliable messaging

transport that guarantees delivery of

SOAP documents via asynchronous

queues. By including a MQSeries

specific URI in the WSDL it allows the

use of MQSeries as a transport to be

explicitly selected by the developer. The

code supplied by IBM in the WSTK then

recognizes this URI. At the receiving end,

MQSeries will then put them back into

the SOAP stack.

The WSTK will include implementations

of this for AXIS and Microsoft .NET.

Remember that as previews, this is still

subject to change. The use of MQ is

expressed in WSDL in one of the

following two ways for AXIS/J2EE and

Microsoft .NET respectively.

IBM set out to deliver MQSeries support
with minimal impact to the SOAP
infrastructure or to the developer. This
simple approach appears to meet this
goal, providing almost transparent use
of MQSeries as a reliable transport
mechanism for SOAP messages in a
heterogeneous environment.

Summary
As we have said earlier we have not
covered everything in the kit and it is not 
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suppliers. However, the license that
comes with the WSTK states clearly that
you shouldn’t actually use any of it in
‘your normal business production
environment’ so without a commitment
to productize any of the components it is
difficult to understand what you can do
with it other than provide some quality
control and marketing feedback for IBM.
The AXIS part of course is available
under a different license and as the
various proposed SOAP standards find
their way onto the AXIS web site you get
the benefit of the Apache license. So if
you were in the market for a BSS and
running IBM’s WebSphere you might
conclude that you should wait for the
WSTK demos to find their way into
mainstream IBM products that you
already use. Otherwise, the window of
opportunity for the ISVs is still open.

Jonathan Stephenson
jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

for them is to build support for the
WS-proposed standards into the fabric
of .NET; as you would expect. If
customers buying the off-the-peg BSS
product wanted no more than routing,
identity, encryption and message
integrity then the Microsoft WSDK would
certainly form the basis of a free
alternative; but we believe that the focus
for Service management is increasingly
the service level agreement monitoring,
transformation and orchestration of
software assets. It is not clear to us
where Microsoft intend to take the
BizTalk server product in the coming 12
months but this or its .NET replacement
is probably where the BSS competition
will come from, albeit at a price. For the 
more capable development teams
planning to build Web Services
infrastructure, the WSDK is an important 
building block which together with
ActiveDirectory and IIS could be the
foundation for a Services architecture.

The IBM WSTK is interesting in that
it does provide an implementation of
WS-security and also a BSS server with
a powerful feature set that competes in
the same space as the third party BSS

Topic Protocol/Pattern

Service
Architectures

SOAP
Technology

Service
Management

UI and Portals

WSIF, WSDL

WS-Security, XKMS,
WSIL, UDDI

CBDI BSS

WSXL

Predictions for future
product release

becomes part of WebSphere
Integration Edition

becomes part of IBM HTTP
Server, Lotus Domino, WebSphere,
and AXIS

becomes part of WebSphere

Remains available as a
stand-alone SDK with integration
with WebSphere Studio
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By David Sprott Background
BT is a very large, diverse company.
Although its core business is
telecommunications, it has a large
internal IT organization as well as a
significant enterprise level systems
solution and integration practice. Their
customers therefore comprise internal
BT organizations as well as over 3000
enterprise level customers in various
sectors across Europe. BT has a wide
breadth of installed systems spanning a
similarly broad technology base
including the mainframe, DB2, IMS, Unix,
Windows and .NET.

Over the last decade BT like many
enterprises, has pursued a strategy of
standardization in the middleware layer
as a means of addressing reuse, quality 
and cost issues. In the early days they

developed their own pseudo real-time
RPC capability and implemented a
DCE/OSI based architecture. It was
about two years ago when they took the
decision to standardize on XML for all
asynchronous messaging and they feel
they were well placed to adopt SOAP
which is conceptually similar to DCE
but open.

Recently BT announced a strategic
initiative to enter into the Web Services
arena(2). Interestingly BT’s Web Services
approach is much broader than the
footprint of their conventional business
model. In the future they plan to offer an
end to end solution service including a
Web Services application component
library, a deployment environment and a
Web Services management layer based
on Flamenco Networks products. This

BT recently made a strategic announcement on their Web

Services solutions strategy. We reported on this(1) from the

perspective of how Web Services will progressively enable

a radical change in their business model. At the time of the

announcement BT indicated that the new strategy was

based on extensive experience with Web Services and we

asked them to expand on this. This report provides some

interesting insights on how a major company has already

gained considerable benefit from the Service approach

and some lessons learnt.

Experiences in
Adopting Web Services

Best Practice Report

BT’s experience shows

clearly they are gaining

considerable benefit from

increasing and formalizing

the separation between

provider and consumer,

creating the Service

inventory and establishing

the essential foundations.
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continues...

requires aggregation of finer grained
Services into a business level
abstraction. In the CSS area at least, BT
is relatively fortunate that the existing
Services are already highly generalized,
and the transformation to XML is
pretty easy. 

However they are very aware that the
Services on all their systems need to
map to a data model perspective in
order to adhere to a standardized and
published set of business semantics, in
order to enable easier and consistent
reuse of common Services by many
clients. The mapping and rationalization
process is ongoing, and is also a key
driver for the identification of coarser
grained services.

Other infrastructure activity includes
wrapping DB2 middleware to enable
Web Service methods that transparently
access the finer grained Services. There
is also activity to establish DCE and J2EE
interoperability with the Web Service 
layer, involving some 40 DCE objects
plus newer J2EE components.

An important issue for BT is
performance, and like everyone else they
are seeing Web Services as a potential
performance issue. They have decided
not to use XSLT which they found was a
prime culprit, and use tight mappings
where necessary. In some cases they
even implement transformations using
the native language of the application, for
example they have written XML parsing
in COBOL and some Assembler. In the
mid tier XML handling is carried out
exclusively in Java.

Requirements and Reuse
Process
BT has had a very tight and well defined
application delivery process in place for 

many years. This is improved by the
separation of Services from the
underlying applications. Business facing
teams create business requirements in
an implementation independent manner
- in terms of the data needed and the
dialog they wish to achieve using clear
language. The requirement is provided to
the core team that delivers the services. 

I asked the question, “why not get the
business facing teams to provide WSDL
to establish a more rigorous specification
for either reuse of existing, or creation of
new services?” BT explained that
currently the services are in a state of
transition, where some requirements may
require access to many fine grained
Services. Right now the core teams need
to retain control over Service provision,
in order to select an appropriate
implementation strategy. For example in
some cases it is necessary to implement
a mid tier façade to address performance
issues. In other cases the requirement
provides a justification to deliver a
standardized, coarser grained service.

However BT will eventually get to the
point where they publish the complete
inventory of external Services and allow
the business facing teams to freely reuse
the published Services.

Testing
When BT started using Web Services
they were exposing functionality that
had been built in COBOL or C, and
there were many implementation
level dependencies that caused
interoperability issues. They described
this as a painful process. BT’s solution
was to identify a lowest common
denominator as an internal standard,
keeping everything very simple. They
then developed an automated test bench
model, which generated 14 different

broadly based announcement suggests
BT has recognized their core
competencies of managing networks
and systems integration provide a basis
for value added services. In the
announcement they made it clear that
this is a long term strategy and that
this is soundly based on their own
experience. In this report we focus on
current activity and experience. We will
report on the evolving BT business
model in a future report as the details
become clearer.

Service Infrastructure
Many of the internal facing application
integration tasks are customer handling
oriented, requiring integration with call
center and customer management
applications. One of the most widely
used BT applications is the Customer
Services System (CSS), a core
application with 30K plus users, 200
million transactions a year and hundreds
of interfaces. Before Web Services, BT 
established mid tier services on DCE and
CORBA, together with screen scraping
techniques. Whilst they delivered
reusable code and components, these
were reassembled into customer and
product specific mid tier solutions. 

So for BT the Web Services approach
held out the opportunity to develop
standard services on widely used
applications which would have huge
benefit in terms of cost, but probably
more important the ability to deliver
these to many customers with minimal
cost and time overheads.

BT commenced its Web Services
strategy at the application infrastructure
level. They are currently in a process to
put Web Service interfaces on existing
Services provided by applications such
as CSS. In many cases this process
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clients, using any number of Java
toolkits plus Microsoft, Perl, Cape Clear,
SilverStream to name but a few. Best
practice guidance was provided to
developers to avoid complexity at all
costs, for example to avoid arrays of
arrays. This activity was pre WS-I, and
there is now a group in BT that are
following these developments, which
they anticipate will provide a more open
and widely usable set of guidelines. 

Interestingly BT commented that the
.NET environment has been the best at
achieving interoperability, not because
of standards compliance per se, but
because Microsoft have put a lot of
thought into the tools which helps
avoid common problems, such as
conformance with naming conventions.
This is not the first time we have heard
this comment.

Versioning
An interesting question is how to manage
versioning on upgrade. BT comment that
all the toolsets except Apache handle
extra tags, so minor changes can be 
implemented without redelivering the
service. BT also said that they were lucky
because their platform standards already 
required major changes to create a new,
named Service, and this has enabled a
smooth transition; not everyone will have
been so lucky!

Management
Like many companies BT already
has various management functions
implemented on their current platforms.
For example service level monitoring is
standard on their XML messaging, and
every task is logged using the PCK
(Primary Correlation Key) at every point in
the process, so that problems and

failures can be pinpointed. However at
present the management tools are
specific to each tier/environment and
require further coordination into an end
to end view, to match the agreed
customer SLA. 

In their announcement last month, BT
indicated they are implementing the
Flamenco Management Platform. BT
recognize that they need a management
platform to automate many functions
including upgrade, versioning etc and to
provide the cross platform view and
these are essential pre-requisites before
offering external Services which are
consumed without provider intervention.

Security
Like everyone else BT is very mindful of
the issues around security. Today they
are leveraging existing infrastructure
and protocols to ensure integrity. One
interesting approach they have adopted
is to establish CORBA based proxies
that sit in front of the CSS and other core
systems that are able to utilize existing
security processes and products.

Summary
BT's experience is representative of
many of the companies that we speak to.
The only place for an enterprise to start
moving towards Web Services is with
existing systems. Putting a Service
based application infrastructure around
the current portfolio is the only practical
strategy, and is likely to be a significant
task. Interestingly in BT's case they had
completed some good groundwork
because they had been moving in this
direction with DCE and CORBA. Further
they had a diverse client base that
required at least some management
capabilities at the platform level.

For BT like everyone else this is work in
progress. What’s interesting is how BT
has been able to take advantage of their
existing systems and to expose these as
Services initially in a very controlled
manner. For BT there is an obvious
imperative to achieve standardization of
Services offered and to reach a position
where their customers can consume
services automatically.

BT is starting to implement an end to end
Service Management Platform and this
will become essential before they can
move to their longer term goals of
providing external Services to a very
broad base of customers.

We have heard the comment that most
people are “just” using Web Services for
legacy integration, and this is not really
very different to more conventional EAI
approaches. However BT’s experience
shows clearly they are gaining
considerable benefit from increasing and
formalizing the separation between
provider and consumer, creating the
Service inventory and establishing the
essential foundations that will allow them
to move on to the next stages of their
business model in which consumers
have direct access to the inventory of
Services. We acknowledge and thank BT
for their contribution to this report. 

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

More information on BT at: http://www.bt.com

1. CBDI COMMENTARY - Thu 03 Oct
REENGINEERING THE SOFTWARE SUPPLY
CHAIN
http://www.cbdiforum.com/public/news/
index.php3?id=1113

2. CBDI News Item - Fri 27 Sep:
BT Announces Comprehensive Web Services
Strategy
http://www.cbdiforum.com/public/news/previous
_news.php3?id=1105&news_date=2002-9

Experiences in Adopting Web Services continued...
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By David Sprott

Voice user interfaces have been around for some time in

several different guises. Some may have dabbled with voice

recognition as input to word processing systems. Everyone

has been a frustrated user of dial tone based Interactive

Voice Response systems which are the ubiquitous interfaces

to call centers. However voice recognition is now emerging

as a mature, usable technology and is set to be a major

growth area. In this report we look briefly at the current

state of the technologies, and then some interesting

developments in the reuse of voice components and

services being undertaken by Fluency Voice Technologies

and their parent company netdecisions.

Reusing Voice Components
and Services

Best Practice Report

Introduction
We all expect a dramatic rise in the
number of devices that can connect to
the Internet from places other than the
desktop. In our reports to date we have
explored pervasive computing from the
perspective of devices such as handheld
devices, remote control devices, pagers,
and devices embedded in household
appliances. Another important area for
connectivity and use is from the phone,
and of course far more people have
access to a telephone than have access
to a computer or device. Interestingly
this is an area that needs no technical
revolution at the device level, only at the
interoperability level.

Although voice recognition technologies
have been around for quite a while they

have not been sufficiently robust for
widespread usage by casual users - a
pre-requisite for voice front ends to
business processes. The de facto
standard in the industry has been dial
tone (DTMF) based interactions.
Everyone is familiar with DTMF, simply
because it is ubiquitous as a call center
user interface, providing a menu
selection based dialog with user
response working off the phone’s key
pad - you know the deal, “please listen
carefully to the following, and choose
one of the options”. The problem with
DTMF is simply that it is inflexible and
not user friendly. When all you want to do
is to make your inquiry or complete your
transaction, soothing music often has the
opposite effect to that which the call
center operator probably intended. 

continues...
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VoiceXML
There have been several parallel
initiatives that have set out to develop
XML based markup languages for voice,
including the VoiceXML Forum(2) and
SALT. At this stage it seems that all this
activity is now converging around the
W3C efforts in delivering VoiceXML 2.0,
which represents a significant level
of cross industry consensus. The
advantages of a common markup
language include all the obvious benefits
for application developers, platform
vendors, and tool providers, who can all
can benefit from code portability and
reuse including:

● the opportunity to create
applications which can be front
ended with various forms of
interface.

● developers can use familiar
development environments and

Background to Voice
Recognition
The Voice Browser
Today speech recognition has moved
on considerably - and best of breed
technologies can reliably recognize
anyone’s speech, providing it’s in the
language and phrase subset that the
application is designed to understand. It
is specifically this last aspect of
maturity that is important to commercial
deployment, because it is perfectly
feasible to design better business
processes that take advantage of voice,
whilst using quite limited language and
phrase subsets.

Equally important there’s growing
consensus in the industry of the need
for standards around the use of voice in
the same way that we have for other
interoperability mechanisms. Although
it’s early days there’s lots of activity.

The W3C commenced working on voice
browsers in 1998. The W3C Voice
Browser Working Group(1) is currently
defining a suite of markup languages
covering speech synthesis, speech
recognition, call control and other
applications of interactive voice
response. 

The voice browser is a software
application that works with various
markup languages to interpret voice
input and generate voice output. The
voice browser effort aims to build a way
to access web content (marked up in
XML style) and enterprise systems with
voice commands – which will be
appropriate in applications where
speech is the natural user interface and
or hands-free access is needed, such as
wireless phones and automobiles.

potentially reuse common
components across multiple
applications. 

● clients can potentially interact with
several voice services within the
one session

● customers can avoid vendor
lock-in by purchasing technology
based on standards supported by
multiple vendors

However the primary objective of this
report is to look beyond this basic level at
the potential applications that this basic
framework enables.

Application of Voice
Recognition
In Figure 1 we show part of a
straightforward voice based dialog
which is confirming basic authenticating
information prior to providing an account 

Reusing Voice Components and Services continued...

Figure 1: Example Voice Dialog and Use of Components
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continues...

number and PIN. The assembled
process is comprised of custom dialog
together with reusable dialog
components that will be applicable to
many situations, such as CONFIRM
NAME, CONFIRM SURNAME,
CONNECT TO OPERATOR etc.

Figure 2 shows an example of a
reusable dialog component for
CONFIRM NAME, which also uses other
dialog components such as CONNECT
TO OPERATOR.

The concept of reusable components
has considerable application in voice
dialog design. First it makes a lot of
sense to apply standards at a company
level such that customers (the best
example of a casual user) can become
accustomed to standard dialogs. But this
also applies at an industry level, where
there are already many examples of de
facto standards that have been set in the 
DTMF/IVR environment that are equally
applicable to voice recognition. For
example security authorization
processes have widely embraced the
approach of requesting a single, but

variable digit of a pin number. “Please
key in the 4th digit of your pin number
now”. Also random selection of 2 of 3
methods of authentication, such as
mother's maiden name, date of birth and
password. At a sub dialog level the
opportunity for componentization is
considerable as we show in Table 1.

The standardization of voice based
dialog for call center or B2B usage is
highly sensitive, because unlike internal
processes, the user is highly likely to just 
put the phone down if the dialog doesn’t
work for them, or takes too long.

It is also useful to consider varying levels
of automation, which can be altered
depending on the type of user, the
experience of the user, the value of the
user and the dialog. Just like in today’s
ubiquitous DTMF consumer processes,
most call centers will want to automate
the front end of the dialog to the
maximum extent, so that calls can be
directed appropriately and that routine
inquiries can be dealt with automatically.
However the widely used DTMF

Figure 2: CONFIRM NAME Reusable Dialog Component 

technologies are not very capable of
handling the front end. Names,
passwords, dates, places etc. are all
types of authentication questions which
are difficult or impossible to do well with
DTMF based IVR, but which can be
made to work very well with voice.

Fluency has a simple model that stratifies
dialog into three layers - front end
automatable, partially automatable and
fully automatable. This structure
encourages analysis of value as the
basis for call handling decisions. So for
example a business customer may be
directed to a CSR, whereas a consumer
might be directed to the automated
dialog. But with a component based
environment we can now contemplate a
much more sophisticated process and
dialog design, where the prioritization
and handling of the dialog can be
modified dynamically on the basis of
many factors, such as the success or
otherwise of the preceding dialog, nature 
of responses in preceding dialog,
available CSR resource etc.
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This suggests component assembly and
even more interesting dynamic service
consumption techniques may provide
considerable opportunity for addressing
the conventional concerns of call center
managers and process designers, by
enabling much more sophisticated
response to events, resource loads to
manage customer service.

Voice Component
Architecture
netdecisions outlined to us their
architecture for supporting highly
adaptable voice dialog deployment.
They have established a framework for
voice based process assembly and
deployment as shown in Figure 3. Voice
dialog components are constructed
using the MVC (Model, View, Controller)
pattern and expose the text and audio
files plus grammar through the interface. 
The component(s) also expose
configuration data through the interface. 

process components can coexist with
voice dialog components. Further the
framework allows the components to offer
voice conversations as Services, which
can also be assembled and reconfigured
by semi technical staff (business
analysts, systems administrators).

Fluency has developed a significant
inventory of reusable voice components
and is now offering hosted voice
services. This facility is designed to
provide their customers with high quality
reusable voice dialogs that a) have
been developed and evolved through
multiple process deployments and b) can
be rapidly deployed with minimal
infrastructural investment.

In some cases the standardized and
widely applicable voice components, are 
offered as part of a partial or complete
business process, which can be easily
outsourced in its entirety. Fluency is
working with carriers to implement
switches in suitably located hubs, which 

The choice of voice browser is optional
and this may be sourced from Nuance,
IBM or others dependent on the
application, language and vocabulary
requirements. 

The components in the framework
conform to a standard structure but can
be either open or closed.

● Open components - general
purpose components that allow
significant parameterization of the
internals. For example in a
questioning component – the
question and answers are provided
by the parameters.

● Closed components - static
components where interaction is
predetermined and no significant
changes are possible. The
component will always operate in
the same way.

By building voice conversations using
component assembly, conventional 

Reusing Voice Components and Services continued...

Component Characteristics

Account number

Account holder’s name

Credit/Debit card number
and expiry date

Bank account number and
sort code (and bank names)

Amount to be paid

Dates (of meter reading,
or to pay bill etc...)

Address

Email Address

String of digits – varying length

Personal name or business domain (multi word capable)

16 digits (chunks of 4) and “07/05”, “oh-Seven-oh-Five“, “July 2005” etc.

8 digit account number and 6 digit sort code (3 x 2 digits, 6 x 1 digits etc.)

Pounds and Pence (and Dollars and Cents etc.)

UK or US standard? e.g. dd/mm/yy, mm/dd/yy, dd/mm/yyyy, or “Day of the Month, Year”

Hierarchical structure (varying depth)
Road number/House name, Street/Avenue/Crescent/Lane etc
Village/Town/City name, Postcode varying length and format (e.g. CH4 7AR, or WC2R 2PS)
(or ZIP codes)

@s, dotcoms, dotnets, underscores etc

Table 1: Pipeline Architecture Courtesy of  Fluency Voice Technologies
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continues...

will allow them to offer the voice dialog
services with literally no infrastructural
investment at the client site. 

Conclusions
It would be easy to jump to the
conclusion that voice recognition is
simply another user interface, a
straightforward replacement for browser,
DTMF/IVR or a personal device. However
it is clear that there is great opportunity
for development of common, reusable
functionality that will have considerable
benefits in increased quality of dialog
and simplified integration with core
business process components. 

We are also very interested to see how
the voice dialog component asset base
can be reused as Services and made

available to a much wider audience, with
all of well rehearsed advantages of
Services, particularly implementation
independence. For hard pressed call
centers struggling to cope with limited
budgets and resources, this seems like
an opportunity to take advantage of
automation without the significant
investment that would normally be
required. 

This looks like an attractive variant on the
Service concept that warrants attention.

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

Acknowledgements: Thanks to netdecisions
and Fluency for sharing some of their insights.
More information at www.netdecisions.com
http://www.fluencyvoice.com/

1. http://www.w3.org/Voice

2. http://www.voicexml.org/

Figure 3: Voice Application Framework

It is perfectly feasible to

design better business

processes that take

advantage of voice,

whilst using quite limited

language and phrase

subsets.
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Best Practice Report

By Richard Veryard Introduction
The CBDI Forum has always advised that
one of the most important opportunities
afforded by Web Services is that it allows
the business process to be radically
reconfigured. Competitive advantage
may come, not from the Services you use
– which may be the same ones used by
your competitors – but from the way you
wire them together.

We can see this happening in many
industries. One of the natural

consequences of specialization and
globalization can be that the choice of
Service may be reduced to a narrow
selection. For example, in banking,
credit checking Services are provided by
a small number of specialist providers
to a large number of banks. The bank
cannot therefore expect to get a
competitive advantage from the choice
of Service provider, and few banks will
want to bring credit checking back
in-house in the hope of doing it more
efficiently and effectively than the

Over the summer, several initiatives have emerged that

appear to be addressing much the same problem in subtly

different ways. BPEL4WS, BPSS, BPML, DAML-S,

WS-Coordination, WS-Transaction. Dozens of interlinked

dot org websites, some obviously sponsored by certain

factions. Not for the first time, we are faced with initiative

fatigue. While it is frankly a struggle to see any order in this

confusion, we believe that the basic notion of web

collaboration addressed by all these initiatives is a very

important one. The CBDI Forum has always believed that

Web Services are more than just software components

with some fancy middleware – and it is in the collaborations

between Web Services that the most significant differences

become apparent. In this article, we will sketch some of

the business issues associated with web collaboration and

business process management. We also initiate work on a

design and management process for web collaboration.

From Web Services to
Web Collaborations
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problem, and this makes it difficult to
compare. The other is that each chooses
to present its work at a different level of
abstraction.

Collaboration
If businesses are to collaborate using
Web Services to support a business
process, this raises the question – how is
this going to be managed. Obviously we
don’t want to hard-code Web Service
calls into an application, because this will
be highly inflexible. Instead, we want
something like a scripting language,
which will define the wiring between Web
Services in a way that can be interpreted
and executed at runtime.

BPEL4WS, the Business Process
Execution Language for Web Services is
just that – a workflow definition language
that allows businesses to describe
complex business processes capable of
both consuming and providing Web
Services. BPEL4WS represents a merger
between two initiatives: IBM’s Web
Services Flow Language and Microsoft’s
XLANG. The BPEL4WS scenario can
be understood as a programming
abstraction of a long-running business
transaction or collaborative business
process, and is sometimes known as a
choreography.

There have been multiple attempts
to articulate a distinction between
choreography and orchestration.
However, both the original meanings
and the current technical usage of these
two terms are extremely close, and we
are not currently willing to endorse any of
the distinctions that have been proposed.
Nor do we wish to confuse matters
further by proposing yet another fine
distinction. 

Essentially each participant in a complex
collaboration needs to define its own
choreography, and these multiple

specialists. However, the banks may get
some differentiation in the way they
deploy the same Services within their
particular business process.

Background
Several groups have been working on
various aspects of this problem for
many years. For example, in the 1990s,
the Workflow Management Coalition
produced reference models for workflow
management, which although they
significantly predated the explosion of
eBusiness, remain influential on the
process management and modeling
community.

Most workflow applications include
human intervention. People are required
at key points in the business process –
for example, to contribute knowledge, to
approve transactions, or to handle
exceptions.

For a while, the concept of workflow was
taken over by image and document
processing vendors, and the published
case studies typically show benefits from
the fast transmission of document
images around a geographically
dispersed organization. While this work
is undoubtedly valuable for the
companies that require such facilities,
it doesn’t speak to the broader
requirements of process management.

Meanwhile, business process modeling
has taken a number of different routes.
Some people have attempted to find
space for business modeling within an
extended UML, while others have
developed alternative notations, such
as BPMI.

If we try to make sense of the
achievements of the various groups and
consortia, there are two factors that
make this more difficult. One is that each
group has identified a different class of 

continues...
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choreographies need to be consistent.
The Web Services interface defined on
the consumer side needs to mirror the
Web Service interface defined on the
producer side; if one side is issuing a
token, then the other side needs to
receive and process the token; and
so on.

Key Concepts
Perhaps the most important concept of
Web Services and web collaboration is
the idea of decoupling. This leads to a
number of related concepts, including
tolerance, asynchronous coordination
and late binding.

When building a system with tight
coupling between the component parts,
you typically assume very narrow
tolerances. A problem with performance
or reliability in one part will quickly
impact on its neighbours. This is
especially true of synchronous links
between two subprocesses, which force
the two processes to work at similar
speeds and throughput – and this can be
extremely inefficient if the processes
have incompatible performance profiles.
And if one subprocess requires manual
intervention, then other subprocesses
will have to wait.

In a traditional mainframe environment
this is not normally a problem, because
the waiting subprocesses are managed
by the operating system and shouldn’t
consume significant resources. In a
distributed environment, however,
synchronous coordination only really
works properly under certain conditions
– which many interesting business
processes simply don’t satisfy.

Many years experience with workflow
has led to a fair understanding of the
requirements of flow coordination. This

allows for a process to be divided into
parallel streams (that’s the easy bit) and
then joined back together at a later
stage (that’s not so easy). For example,
a customer initiates a compound
transaction containing a complaint and
an account instruction. The complaint
and the instruction are processed
separately in parallel, and then these
streams are joined back together to send
a single compound response to the
customer. (The reason it’s typically
important to join the responses together
is that if you acknowledge one without
acknowledging the other, the customer
may assume that the other one has got
lost in the system, and may attempt
to resend.)

The logic of flow coordination is often
driven by different notions of
completeness. The customer regards the
complaint and the instruction as a single
transaction, and will regard a partial
response as incomplete.

If there are different notions of
completeness, this implies different
integrity units.  If a transaction fails, then
it will be necessary to reverse out a
complete transaction – but this may not
be straightforward if different parties
have different notions of completeness.
This is usually illustrated in terms of
booking a holiday – the passenger wants
a complete trip, while the elements of the
trip (the flights, the hotel, and so on) have
to be booked with separate companies.
If the travel agent fails to find a complete
and consistent set of bookings, if the last
seat on the plane is taken by another
agent while she is talking to the hotel,
she may have to backtrack or cancel.

In some instances, the service provider
may require a non-returnable deposit
before accepting a provisional booking.
Cancellation is not always cost-free but 

From Web Services to Web Collaborations continued...
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dynamically directed to the chosen
physical Web Service using policy
management in real time. However, these
facilities currently only consider one
Web Service at a time (i.e. regulating the
choice of physical implementation of a
Service based according to the dynamic
behavior of that particular Service). We
are not aware of tools that can manage
such policies over multiple Web Services
(i.e. regulating the interaction between
Services according to the dynamic
behavior of the whole process).

If a business process contains a potential
liability for compensation, this liability will
need to be managed. If a travel agent has
to pay a $50 penalty for canceling a
booking, this may be absorbed as a
business expense, or charged back to
the customer. But what happens if
something goes wrong with the system,
and the travel agent suddenly incurs a
$50 penalty a few million times over?
Some of the business process engines
may contain rules and policies that would
allow a maximum limit to be set on the
potential liability for compensation, and
this would inhibit further transactions
until the backlog was cleared or
otherwise dealt with.

The available technology (such as
provided by Collaxa) is designed to
handle much of the complexity. Thus
the developer gets the appearance of a
single, persistent, fault-tolerant thread.

Canonical Examples
As indicated above, different groups
working on web collaboration have
chosen different classes of application to
exercise and illustrate their work. I know
from experience that it’s hard to find
good illustrative examples – problems
that are complex enough to be worth
solving, yet familiar and easy enough to

be presented quickly to a wide audience.
A well-chosen example is a vital and
positive part of any R&D effort.

One popular example is the
heterogeneous booking problem,
commonly illustrated by the travel agent
trying to assemble a holiday for a
customer by booking different bits from
different suppliers. This is a useful
problem because it contains many
important features – multiple technical
platforms, multiple notions of
completeness (and therefore the
possibility of clashing integrity units,
leading to compensation when reversing
bookings).

However the simple form of the problem
ends when a satisfactory combination of
bookings is made and confirmed.
Although the booking processes is
extended in the sense that it may take
some days before a satisfactory
combination can be found and
negotiations are completed, the
underlying logical requirement is for
one single, albeit sprawling, act of
synchronization.

What we don’t see in these examples is
the possibility of your holiday’s being
dynamically rebooked, in response to
freak weather or other events.

The other limitation of the holiday
booking example is that it remains within
a single business domain: Travel. This
includes airlines, car hire, and hotels –
the traditional domain of the travel agent.
It typically doesn’t include sports or
cultural events, and it’s difficult to see
how the example would allow arbitrary
extensions to such domains. One of the
consequences of a fixed domain is that
members of the domain can be expected
to conform to a standard set of protocols
associated with that domain – thus for 

will sometimes require an element of
compensation to be paid.

In other words, the integrity unit depends
on the (process) context. Where several
companies collaborate, each of them
may be operating a different process
context, with different notions of integrity
unit – indeed, they may have different
notions as to what counts as a
successful execution of the process. A
business process may require a
subprocess to fail, as a precondition for
the next subprocess. For example,
before a company uses a brand name, a
search should fail to find anyone else
using the same name; before a product is
put into production, a test should fail to
find any design faults or security holes.
One implication of encapsulation is that
the search service doesn’t know whether
the searcher regards ITEM NOT FOUND
as a success or a failure.

A business process engine will typically
manage flow coordination, and will
bridge different notions of completeness
and integrity. The business process
engine may also satisfy requirements for
monitoring the overall performance of the
business process, as well as the
performance of individual components
and Services.

Where there are multiple implementations
of the same Service, with different
performance characteristics, the process
engine may use real-time performance
data from the different implementations
to control dynamic binding. This would
be based on some set of predefined
rules or policies. While the facilities in
this area are fairly limited at present,
we expect this to become more
sophisticated as the technology
matures.  For example, vendors such as
Amberpoint support the invocation of a
single virtual endpoint, which is

continues...



rather than a static piece of paperwork,
and the business process describes how
all the players in the supply chain
produce an intelligent and coordinated
response to this fluctuation.  

To test out all these models and
technologies, we need a problem that
combines the complex synchronization
of the booking problem with the
dynamic rescheduling of the supply
chain problem. A truly distributed
business process would have not merely
distributed operations but also
distributed (shared) management –
including business intelligence.

Design Process
Design Time
One of the key design issues is the
degree to which collaborations are
determined or negotiated at design/
assembly time, or emerge at run-time.
Both choreography and orchestration
imply something that happens at
design/assembly time. If we think about
the domains of music and dance, from
which these metaphors are taken, these
are acts of coordination that take place
during the planning and rehearsal, not

example, travel agents can use a
standard data format for communicating
with airlines, with a standard set of codes
for the major airports, and some common
contractual terms and conditions.

People from an EDI background tend to
favour supply chain examples. One of
the things that makes the supply chain
example interesting is the constant fear
of disruption – in both directions. On the
one hand, supplies can be interrupted,
deliveries can be delayed; and on the
other hand, sales figures can fluctuate,
demand can go up, down or sideways,
and so the supply requirements can be
changed at short notice.

There are two simple strategies for
dealing with these uncertainties – and
both can be supported by web
collaboration technologies. (Note that
these two strategies are not mutually
exclusive.) One is to spread risk by
trading with a much larger population of
suppliers and/or customers – and the
use of Web Services should greatly
reduce the transaction cost of this
strategy. The other strategy is to share
greater quantities of information along
the supply chain, to allow for a rapid and
coordinated response to fluctuations in
supply or demand. 

But the supply chain examples often
don’t show this. They simply use the
latest technologies (once EDI, now Web
Services) to pass paperwork along the
chain, such as purchase orders and
delivery notes. Thus a business event for
one company is receiving a message
from the next company in the chain.

What the web collaboration and business
process technologies should now enable
is much more radical engineering of the
supply chain. The key business event is
now the fluctuation in supply or demand, 
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during the performance itself. When
people want to talk about dynamic
coordination during the performance
itself, they use words like conducting
and improvisation.

While there is some limited scope for
dynamic binding in these collaboration
models, these are largely confined to
swapping interchangeable Web Services
within a predefined collaboration model,
but the basic collaboration model (at
some level of abstraction) remains
invariant.

The orchestration process produces one
or more scenarios, which are then
executed in run-time. This is broadly
equivalent to the use of a scripting
language to design a machine-readable
script, which is then interpreted in
run-time.

This suggests a fairly conventional
model-driven development process, in
which the collaboration model is agreed
between the collaborating parties as part
of the development project. As we shall
see, there are possible modes of
collaboration that would require us to go
beyond this process.

From Web Services to Web Collaborations continued...

Figure 1: Modes of Collaboration Specification 



initiative in defining collaborative business
processes?

The first design scenario is a user-led
one. A company develops a model of its
business process, and then orchestrates
this process model as a series of Web
Services. This orchestration may bind the
process to identified Web Services, or it
may be done at a level of abstraction that
allows equivalent Web Services to be
plugged in, provided that they satisfy
some abstract specification.

An abstract orchestration may be
regarded as a generic pattern or
framework, which can be specialized at
a later time, when the appropriate Web
Services are plugged in – this is an
example of late binding. In many
situations, it is not appropriate to do this
specialization in real time. Instead, there
can be a separate act of registration and
assembly, in which appropriate Web
Services are validated and authenticated
– which may be for reasons of security as
well as reliability.

The second design scenario is a
vendor-led one. A company develops a
set of Services, which are internally

principles shouldn’t be extended to the
QoS contract and the commercial
contract.

In contrast, however, the BPEL4WS and
WSCI protocols currently lack first-class
constructs that would enable the
exchange of such assertions. We see
the lack of support for contracts and
assertions as a significant weakness.

Design Initiative
So how is this actually going to work in
practice? Who is going to take the

Design by Contract
The basis for collaboration between
autonomous business entities may well
be some form of contract. This suggests
a design process in which contracts are
paramount – such as Design by Contract.

For distributed collaborations, a contract
between provider and consumer needs
to have three parts. The first part of the
contract specifies the function of the
Service, typically using a series of logical
assertions such as preconditions and
postconditions. The second part of the
contract specifies the quality of service –
which are often given the rather
dismissive label of non-functional
characteristics. The third part of the
contract specifies the commercial
arrangements, including charging for
normal operation and compensation for
abnormal operation.

Design by Contract allows services to be
defined and used without knowing
anything about the implementation. It
therefore seems ideally suited to the
design of web collaborations. As
currently practiced, Design by Contract
concentrates on the logical contract, but
we see no reason why the same
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Figure 2: Parts of the Contract 

continues...

Many readers will be familiar with Bertrand Meyer, who refined the assertion-based
approach into the Design by Contract method and the Eiffel language. The basic
idea is that a component and its clients have a contract with each other. The client
guarantees certain preconditions before calling a method, the component
guarantees certain postconditions after the call. If the pre- and postconditions are
included in a form that the compiler can check, then any violation of the contract
between caller and component can be detected immediately. The prime focus of
the approach is to deliver reliable software. 

Design by Contract has wide theoretical acceptance. It is an intrinsic component
of the Catalysis Approach, perhaps the most influential of all component
methodologies. However its usage has to date been relatively limited, the most
prevalent use being in the Eiffel language.

See CBDI Report - Eiffel in the .NET Environment, CBDI Journal, October 2002

Design By Contract



However, if you agree to disagree, than
you have to accept the consequences
in terms of extra complication in the
exchange protocols, and the likelihood
of compensation liabilities and other
complications in exception handling.

Public Protocol, Private
Flow
What BPEL4WS does not provide is a
public business protocol standard. Such
a standard is currently lacking, although
there are some proposals based on a
modified version of Finite State Machine. 

There are two parts of B2B interaction: a
public business protocol and a private
implementation workflow.

● The public business protocol
defines the roles participating
parties can play as well as the
possible message exchange
sequences among these roles
during the interaction. However, it
doesn’t define how each party
should react or what processing
need to be done after receiving a
message. This is therefore a
statement of contractual obligations
and the interaction between these
obligations.
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From Web Services to Web Collaborations continued...

orchestrated. It then publishes an
abstract orchestration framework for use
by customers. Customers specialize and
instantiate this framework, which gives
them an easy way to use the Services
properly. The consumer orchestration is
thus complementary to the provider
orchestration.

Both of these scenarios remain stuck on
the idea that the business process is
managed in one place.

The third design scenario is a truly
distributed one, in which the
orchestration is negotiated between
active collaborating parties. This
process is much rarer, and has not yet
been formalized. It also starts to create
demands for a greater level of federation
than is currently supported by
BPEL4WS.

Whether negotiating a collaboration from
first principles, or developing via
patterns, one of the first tasks is to
clarify notions of completeness and
success. This is essentially a conceptual
modeling exercise. Remember that it is
not necessary for all participants in a
collaboration to operate against a single
notion of completeness or success.

Figure 3: Collaboration Design Scenarios

● The private implementation
workflow is a script for one
participant of the collaboration.
It describes the processing flow to
a received message, which may
involve examining the message
conditions, invoking some additional
Web Services, aggregate their
result... etc.

One approach for bridging public and
private is that one participant selectively
exposes a subset of the private
implementation workflow, and this
essentially becomes the public
protocol. There is clearly an asymmetry
(onesidedness) about this approach.

BPEL4WS supports this approach by
including public business protocol
restrictions to be stated within the
workflow. This apparently does away
with the need to define a new model for
the public business protocol.

An alternative approach is to define a
public collaboration model symmetrically
between the participants. There are
several strands of research that may lead
to such a model, based on a variety of
modeling paradigms from finite state
machines to interaction charts(1).

The advantages of a separate public
collaboration model is that it abstracts
away from the implementation detail of
the workflow, and allows contractual
obligations and mutually agreed policies
to be made clearly visible. Each
participant is then free to implement his
part of the collaboration in any way that
is consistent with these contractual
obligations and policies. Ideally, we
expect this to be done by using the
collaboration model to produce a
framework for each role – a participant
then instantiates the framework to
implement his participation in that role. 
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standards, tools and methods. We hope
to see the Design by Contract method
family extended to deal with web
collaborations; at the same time, we look
forward to further development of
BPEL4WS and other orchestration
technologies to deal with the issues
raised in this article. There are also
challenges for the vendors of modeling
tools and development tools.

As always, the CBDI Forum will be
raising these challenges in the
appropriate places on behalf of its
members; and we are keen to hear
from members who wish to participate
in this process.
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Other Material
Different Levels of Abstraction
One of the criticisms of Web Services
from some quarters is that the interfaces
are too highly specified. This suggests
that Web Services need fairly exact
matching – e.g. between the client and
the server. A Web Service can only be
used by another Web Service with the
correct signature.

However, the tools are not yet in place to
support this.

General Limitations
In general, we have identified three areas
where the web collaboration models
need further development.

● Firstly, the ideal of distribution or
federation is not yet fully realized.
For example, while WS-Transaction
supports distribution, BPEL4WS
assumes that the process
management is hosted on a single
engine, although there are hints
that a future version of BPEL will
support distributed process
management. 

● Secondly, the general assumption
is that the orchestration or
choreography is established at
design time, with only minor
modifications (such as the
introduction of new,
interchangeable partners) at run
time.  In time we will progress to
real time orchestration.

● Thirdly, the domains are fixed and
relatively static. There is very
restricted flexibility for introducing
new domains.

However, while development in these
areas will bring further flexibility and
other benefits, there is still a huge
opportunity for business process
improvement using the current web
collaboration models. 

Richard Veryard richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

Afterword
While there are undoubtedly some
interesting opportunities for exploiting
web collaborations today, we see some
important challenges for the providers of 
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Instead of this, some alternatives
suggest a more abstract level of
specification.

The BPEL scenario represents a
programming abstraction of a long-
running business transaction or
collaborative business process.

Some vendors (including Collaxa) make a
fine distinction between choreography
and orchestration – choreography
referring to the abstract semantics of
asynchronous collaboration, while
orchestration refers to an executable
script with specific scenarios. We are
always happy to promote clarity and
consensus in terminology, although this
distinction will probably require further
discussion before it can be more
widely accepted.

Collaboration Games
The intelligent and coordinated response
to change, described in the previous
section, seems to assume a
considerable level of trust between the
collaborators. Many companies are not
willing to share commercially valuable
information with suppliers, and prefer to
keep business partners at arms length.
This is of course another form of
decoupling, and is also supported by
web collaboration technologies.

What these technologies also need to
support are the various games that
people play. One of the popular early
forms of the booking problem was the
diary synchronization problem. The idea
was that everyone would publish their
diary, and this would allow meetings to
be scheduled automatically. It would
also allow meetings to be dynamically
rescheduled, and appropriate text
messages sent to your mobile phone.
Although applications of this sort
have sometimes been successfully

implemented, they are widely resisted in
practice. People adopt all sorts of games
to regain control of their own diary,
including creating fake meetings to
pre-empt real meetings.

With supply chain, the procurement
game often involves placing more orders
than you actually intend to take. This
gives you a higher level of volume
discounts, and some protection against
the vagaries of supply. You can then
cancel excess orders as late as possible,
while trying to minimize any cancellation
charges. Travel agents play similar
games when they try to make provisional
bookings and block bookings against
anticipated demand. While such tactics
may be regarded as antisocial, they may
be perfectly well supported by web
collaboration technologies.

Game-playing and other selfish behavior
can be regarded in terms of a deficiency
of trust between the collaborators. If we
regard trust as a binary property (either
you’ve got it or you haven’t), then this
results in seeing a large class of
collaborations as only possible with
perfect trust (which is a pretty restrictive
condition when you think about it). But it
is much more realistic to assume that
most business collaborations involve
imperfect levels of trust, with some
conflicts of interest, and to find a way of
building collaborations around this
assumption.

Thus instead of designing a simple
collaboration that assumes perfect
cooperation between the collaborators,
we can start to think about complex
collaboration that allows for the
possibility of selfish behavior and game-
playing. This possibly requires more than
one type of collaboration model. A single
player may want a model that helps to

determine the best (selfish) strategy to
adopt. (Such a model could be used to
build a Web Service application that
dynamically adjusts the strategy in real
time, in order to exploit the observed
behavior of the other players.) A self-
regulating community or external
regulator may want a model that helps to
detect and prevent or mitigate anti-social
behavior.

Technical Collaboration Scenarios
As well as designing business
collaborations, we can use
collaborations at the technology level. 

One key example is security. It’s one
thing to define a set of security
requirements for an application. But if the
security solution itself involves a number
of parties – for example, a central
identity server performing authentication
services – then this can be represented
as a collaboration in its own right,
demanding appropriate choreography
and orchestration.

Another example is testing. System
tests, performance tests and regression
tests can be configured as BPEL
scenarios, and then executed
automatically using the orchestration
technology.
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Letters to the EditorInterface
Dear CBDI, 

I hope you don’t regard the following as too polemical. I am very interested in

your views, and thought it best to present some of mine for you to react to.

Business rules exist in a business process context. Abstracting the rules from

their natural context introduces more problems than it solves. While rules don’t

exist in a process vacuum, if no process context exists people may fall back on

capturing them as if they exist in a vacuum. Actions and decisions made by

natural organisms (e.g. people) are not based on abstract rule models applied at

the time (i.e. in real time) but on patterns of behaviour more closely resembling

processes (augmented with rules).

I am suggesting that a business process model (activities, objects etc.) is a

natural context for business rules (another natural context may be business

objects). But at the end of the day business systems are oriented around the

delivery and improvement of business processes (services etc.). Given that we

require a process model (i.e. our set of processes, and can survive with data

i.e. without an object model), Occam’s razor seems to suggest that we use the

process model as the basis for rules.

It seems curious to me that CBDI - with a component orientation (and I infer

an strong foundation in object orientation) - doesn’t see as anomalous the

detachment of a specific set of methods (i.e. call ruled) from the object and

context (i.e. the business process and objects) with which they are associated

e.g. normalisation of data (as opposed to process) while a useful construct has

been shown to have limitations in implementation. The other context for business

rules that probably seems to make sense is a business object model (e.g. where

state transition analysis may help ensure the completeness of business rules

sets with respect to the business objects).

It does make sense to implement a set of some common rules (so they are

imbedded in transitory implementation technologies) - but I am suggesting that

the modelling of the rule set should done in a formal context (i.e. a BPM) and the

rules should be portable. What is required is a lightweight, procedural, open

(e.g. XML based) stand alone technology that co-ordinates the rules the business

knows how to apply (e.g. the decisions it knows how to make) that does impose

an architecture i.e. J2EE, .Net etc., doesn’t require the use of other infrastructures.

Traditional rules technologies/vendors/theorists are not business process friendly

because: 

1. Many rules technologies comes from an AI/expert systems background and

basically support throwing a lot of rules into a black box engine (BBE),

continues...
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Letters are welcome and should be sent to the Editor at:
info@cbdiforum.com
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enabling new rules to be added at any time and allowing the BBE to determine

behaviour at run time. Problems with this approach derive from the fact that it

is not scenario (or process) based which means it is difficult to test (scenarios

are not the source of the rules and business users can’t predict how their

processes will be affected). The uncertainty of behaviour increases with the

size of the rule set (as do technical performance problems). The non-

procedural nature of rules capture is a nice idea, not very practical in

implementation. Accepting the idea of BPM framework and that rules can be

organised so the real world procedural relationships are understood undermines

all the clever AI work these people have done (and devalues their assets).

While these BBEs effectively act as a consolidating construct for business

rules (which in the absence of a BPM is useful) perhaps a Business Process

Model is a much better construct. A BPM allows the rules to captured in

context and expressed procedurally (which is how business users understand

them, how users will experience them, how they will be tested).

2. The other class of rules technologies are those directly associated with, or

embedded in, implementation infrastructure or applications. They do not wish

to have BP models expressed in implementation neutral terms. If they are

application oriented they have some inherent procedures and they don’t imply

these should need to change. If they are infrastructures (e.g. middleware) they

are often intent on extending the scope and size of their offering to justify a

price tag and locking people in. This militates against the gradual accretion of

knowledge and assets that sound modelling allows and the ability to better

leverage and co-ordinate existing infrastructures, applications and components

i.e. rather than mandate the replacement of the infrastructures). BP and rules

modelling should no more lock a customer into a technology that UML/Use

Case modelling and SQL/Data modelling lock them in.

It seems to me that analysis from a number of orthogonal perspectives (e.g.

process, object, rule), will produce a more robust, reliable, maintainable model of

the real business world and that a better model would help enable business

people to own business systems.

Michael Ellyett

RHE Associates, New Zealand

Ed: We have had considerable discussion with Michael on this topic and

Richard plans to produce a follow-up to his July/August Rules Based

Development Report.



Services Based Architecture
Workshops and Seminars

We are now making this knowledge available to member organizations, either as:

- interactive workshops, for small groups which can be highly responsive to

a group’s specific needs, or

- seminars, to evangelize and educate a larger audience

The materials provide practical guidance in considerable detail, with clear

recommendations on technology and techniques. The materials focus on service-

oriented approaches to technology and application architecture covering the issues

that architects, business analysts and project managers need to understand. This

workshop considers service delivery in general, and focuses on web services in

detail. Topics include:

Service oriented architectures

Using a service oriented approach to achieve more adaptable environments;

motivation, types of services, patterns, roles and responsibilities; components

and services, provisioning and consumption; various architectural patterns;

different types of services and web services and their applicability and

challenges

Delivering the Dynamic Internet

Web services based architectures; federated operation; the new ASP model;

identifying web services; when to use a web service as opposed to a service;

implementation choices and decisions; interoperability; security and trust

models, technology, patterns, authentication and identity; standards and

protocols; availability and performance.

Process

Business process driven assembly, versioning services; life cycle management;

developing and delivering service and component architectures; review of

appropriate processes; lifecycles and techniques; acquiring services, services

as products, questions of granularity

Implementation

Technology building blocks, the business services server, delivering SLA’s

For further information see http://www.cbdiforum.com/
public/events/workshops/1.php3

Or contact us at: info@cbdiforum.com or call:
+353 2838071

Over the past six months

the Forum has developed

a comprehensive set of

thinking and materials

that define the scope and

practice of service based

architecture. Whilst many

subscribers will be familiar

with Interact reports that

have addressed this

subject, the knowledge

goes considerably beyond

published materials.
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CBDI Raison d’etre
We aim to provide unique insight on component and web service technologies and
processes for the software industry and its customers. To provide high quality analysis
and other information resources on best practice in business software creation, reuse
and management. To maintain the highest level of independence.

Modus Operandi
CBDI has three channels:

- Subscription services - provision of continuous commentary and information.

- Workshops and seminars - providing indepth briefing and guidance on advanced
architectures, processes and practices.

- Consulting - including related product management and marketing advice,
application audit and guidance, technical and business evaluation for investment

How we compare with others
We are not a mass market, media oriented organization. All material published by the
forum is unique. The majority of material is published by our own analysts, or
commissioned from others, and under strict editorial control to ensure accuracy. We
rigorously exclude spurious marketing.

We aim to provide depth insight which covers a narrow topic footprint in a deeper way
than the other analysts, and in particular cover not just the technology, but also the
architectures, usage, practices and processes.

Also we are unusual as analysts we do not simply echo what the vendors say, we are
a think tank, identifying new ideas, opportunities and providing stimulus for thinking.
We try to be thought leaders providing ideas generation and a rich source of
conceptual thinking based on practical, real world feedback.

Who reads CBDI Journal?
Technical and Application Architects, Business analysts, Consultants, CTO’s,
Designers, Product strategists, Senior Developers, Project Managers etc . Subscription
is split 40% USA, 50% Europe.

Contact us: 
For further information on any of our services contact us at: info@cbdiforum.com or
+353 2838073.

Insight for Web Service &
Software Component Practice

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The information available in this publication is given in good faith and is

believed to be reliable. CBDI Forum Limited expressly excludes any representation or warranty

(express or implied ) about the suitability of materials in this publication for your purposes and

excludes to the fullest extent possible any liability in contract, tort or howsoever for

implementation of, or reliance upon, the information contained in this publication. All trademarks

and copyrights are recognised and acknowledged.

Subscribe to the
CBDI Journal
The CBDI Journal is

published monthly. In

addition to the CBDI

Journal, subscription

includes electronic access

to all back numbers that

now represent a significant

resource library. There are

individual and corporate

subscriptions schemes.

Corporate subscription

includes access to our

workshop materials.

For more details and to

subscribe see:

www.cbdiforum.com
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